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Spatial distributions of 811-nm emission from the 2p9 and 2p& (Paschen notation) levels of Ar
have been measured for electrical discharges in Ar at very high ratios of electric field to gas density

(E!n) and low nd, where d is the electrode separation. Normalization of the lowest-E/n data to
published electron excitation coefficients yields absolute excitation coefficients for
270(E/n (43000Td(1Td=10 "Vm ) and for 6.4y10' (nd (3.5X10 ' m . Directandcas-
cade excitation of 811-nm emission by electrons calculated using a "single-beam" nonequilibrium

electron model is an order of magnitude too small to account for the observed emission at the

higher E/n. A model which includes Ar excitation and ionization by Ar and by fast Ar (10-200
eV) is developed to explain the observations. The fast atoms are produced by charge-transfer col-

lisions of Ar+ with Ar. The estimated excitation by ions is negligible and has the wrong spatial

dependence. Using the very limited published cross-section data for 811-nm excitation by fast Ar,
the model yields spatial dependencies of emission which agree with experiment, but which are too
small by factors ranging from 2.5 at 43 kTd to 10 at 6.3 kTd. This variation in the 811-nm emission

with E/n is used to obtain energy-dependent excitation cross sections for fast atoms. The good fit

of theory to the experimental spatial dependence near the cathode at the higher E/n shows the im-

portance of ionization of Ar by fast Ar atoms. Excitation by backscattered secondary electrons is

an important source of 811-nm emission near the anode. Electrical-breakdown and discharge-

maintanance voltages from various experiments, including ours, are compared with the predictions
of the model. These analyses show that ionization by ions and fast atoms dominates that by elec-

trons from E/n) 15 kTd. The estimated ionization by electrons backscattered from the anode pro-
vides sufficient feedback to explain much of the electrical-breakdown data and our discharge-

maintenance data. Other breakdown data require either a large yield of ionization by backscattered
electrons or a very large ion-induced electron yield at the cathode.

I. INTRODUCTION

This research is an extension to Ar of our previously
reported measurements and analyses' of the radiation
emitted by low current discharges in N2 at very high ra-
tios of electric field to gas density (Ejn) and low gas den-
sities. The previous papers on N2 will be referred to as I
and II, respectively. The principal reasons for selecting
Ar were that models of positive-ion and fast-neutral-
atom behavior are much simpler for Ar than for N2 and

D2, and that the relatively large atomic mass lowers the
ion velocities and simplifies measurements of the time-
dependent emission. We will show that by constructing a
reasonably complete model of Ar+-ion and fast-Ar-atom
motion, including excitation by the fast Ar atoms, we can
obtain good fits to the spatial dependence of emission and
to electrical-breakdown voltage data at the higher E In.

Analyses of electron- and ion-collision processes occur-
ring during electrical breakdown in Ar at very high E/n
and low gas densities have been made by Pace and Parker
and Bhasavanich and Parker. These authors used
Monte Carlo techniques to simulate the production of
ionization by electrons and ions and by electrons reflected
from the anode. They consider the contribution of fast
neutral atoms to the production of secondary electrons at
the cathode, but do not include the ionization of Ar by

fast neutral atoms. Their calculations of electron multi-
plication at their lower Eln have been compared with
our simplified electron model in II.

Models and measurements of ion motion in the
cathode fall of discharges in the rare gases ' are also
relevant to the presert work. Davies and Vandersclice
measured the ion energy distributions, while Armour
et al. extended the measurements to the neutral-atom
energy distributions. A number of authors ' have cal-
culated these distributions. The importance of a proper
accounting for the fast neutral atoms has been em-
phasized by several authors, primarily because they
are sources of secondary electrons and of sputtering of
the cathode. Particularly useful in our analyses has been
the theory of Lawler' for ion motion in a spatially uni-
form electric field. It is important to note the good agree-
ment between theory and experiment in the early results
of Davis and Vandersclice, but the very large discrepan-
cy between these theories and the recent experimental re-
sults' obtained by Mase et al. and by Ong and Hogan.
We have used the theoretical results.

The nonequilibrium behavior of electrons in the
cathode fall of Ar discharges has received some atten-
tion. " In addition, experiment and theory' have shown
that nonequilibrium effects are responsible for oscillatory
structure after the electrons leave the cathode, but before
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they reach equilibrium.
Because of the extensive discussion in paper I of the ex-

perimental apparatus and techniques and in paper II of
the electron models used in the present work, we will give
only brief summaries of these topics in Secs. II and III A.
In Secs. IIIB and IIIC we summarize available cross-
section data and develop a model for the ion and fast-
atom motion and for the resultant production of excited
atoms and ionization. The electron and ion-atom models
of 811-nm excitation will be compared with experiment
in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we compare the predictions of vari-
ous models of ionization with the measured breakdown
and discharge-maintenance voltages.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The experimental apparatus and techniques were dis-
cussed in detail in I and will only be summarized here.
The discharge was operated between parallel-plane elec-
trodes, which in these experiments were sintered graphite
and separated by 38.6 mm. The electrodes were 80 mm
in diameter and were surrounded by a close-fitting quartz
tube to prevent long-path breakdown. The discharges
were operated at currents of 3 pA (2.5X 10 A/m ) or
less so as to prevent space-charge distortion of the spa-
tially uniform electric field and to eliminate nonlinear
effects such as gas heating and collisions among excited
and/or charged species. The discharge operating voltage
was essentially independent of current for current densi-
ties of less than 10 A/m, so that the discharges could
be completely characterized by the values of operating
voltage versus nd shown by the points in Fig. 1. The ar-
gon was stated by the manufacturer to be 99.999%%uo pure,
so that for our experiments the principal contamination
was from the rate of rise of the system background pres-
sure of 10 Pa/min. This means that for an hour-long
run and for a quenching-rate coeScient for impurities of
10 ' m /s, less than 5% of excitation of importance to

the models of Secs. III and IV is lost to quenching by im-

purities.
Spectral scans from the cathode region of the discharge

for E/n & 5 kTd, obtained using the monochromator ar-
rangement of I, showed that the strongest feature for
wavelengths between 250 and 870 nm was unresolved
811.S- and 810.4-nm emission from transitions between
the 2p9 level (Paschen notation' ) to the ls~ level and
from the 2p7 level to the 1s4 level, respectively. Only Ar
lines were observed and at these high E/n the relative
spectral intensities from 720 to 820 nm were very close to
those shown by Kempter et al. ' in their Fig. 2(g) for col-
lisions of 900-eV Ar with Ar. The lines from Ar+ be-
tween 440 and 490 nm were about an order of magnitude
weaker with no correction for the wavelength-dependent
sensitivity of the GaAs(Cs) photomultiplier and the
monochromator. In this paper we present data only for
the unresolved pair of lines at 811+1 nm. Using the
electron-excitation coefficients given by Tachibana' for
E/n =100 Td, one would expect the intensity of the
810.4-nm line to be about 20%%uo of that of the 811.5-nm
line. In the case of excitation by fast Ar, the relative level
excitation cross-section data of Kempter et al. ' and tab-
ulated transition probabilities' lead to approximately
equal contributions for the 810.4- and 811.5-nm lines.

The spatial scans were made using an interference filter
centered at 808 nm with a bandpass of 10-nm full width
at half maximum (FWHM), so that the 811.5- and 810.4-
nm lines were detected with very nearly equal sensitivity.
The "high-spatial-resolution" slits described in I were
used. Data were obtained at the nd values and voltages
Vd shown by the points in Fig. 1. Our operating voltages
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FIG. 1. Discharge-maintenance voltages vs production of gas
density and electrode separation for Ar. The ~ points show our
experimental results. The x points show the results of Penning
and Addink (Ref. 17).

FIG. 2. Apparent excitation coefficient for 811-nm emission
vs distance from the cathode. The symbols, E/n in Td, and gas
densities in m ' are 6, 272, 2.7& 10; ~, 6300, 3.06&(10 ', 0,
42600, 1.64&10 '. The straight line through the 272-Td data
shows the exponential growth of emission with distance. The
dashed curve shows the expected nonequilibrium behavior for
the 272-Td case.
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are in good agreement with previous electrical-break-
down data at the lower E/n using a variety of electrode
materials. ' This agreement is expected since the operat-
ing voltage is independent of current. Detailed cornpar-
isons at all E/n will be made in Sec. V.

The observed intensities normalized to the gas density
versus position are shown in Fig. 2 for three E/n values.
As found by several authors' for Ne, Kr, and Xe and by
us in I for N2, the visible emission at E/n & 1000 Td in-

creases exponentially with distance from the cathode for
most of the electrode gap, e.g. , the straight-line fit to the
272-Td data of Fig. 2. The spatial ionization coefficients
derived from the exponential growth of emission are
shown by the closed circles in Fig. 3. Spatial ionization
coefficients determined from current-growth versus
electrode-separation experiments' are also shown in Fig.
3 by the crosses. As observed in I for N2, our ionization
coefficients at E/n ~ 1 kTd are significantly lower than
the values obtained from current-growth data. We have
no explanation for the discrepancy.
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The relative 811-nm emission signals shown in Fig. 2
for 272 Td were extrapolated to the anode, where the to-
tal current is assumed equal to the electron current, i.e.,
we assume that at the anode there is negligible electron-
induced emission of ions' and negligible ion production
by backscattered electrons at this low E/n. After a small
(5%) correction for the quenching of excited Ar by Ar,
this signal was normalized to the experimental
excitation-coefficient data of Tachibana' shown by the
solid curve in Fig. 3. Equation (7) of I was then used to
normalize the remainder of the relative emission signals
so as to obtain absolute "apparent" excitation coefficients
13"/n as a function of E/n and nz, where z is the distance
from the cathode. Thus
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FIG. 3. Spatial ionization and excitation coefficients vs Eln.
Spatial ionization coefficient symbols and sources are , calcu-
lated from the slopes of straight lines through emission data;—- —,calculated using the two-term spherical harmonic ex-
pansion (Ref. 16); ——,calculated using the single-beam,
energy-balance model; &( and +, coefficients from current
growth (Ref. 19). Spatial excitation coefficient symbols and
sources are +, normalized emission at anode;, rneasure-
ments by Tachibana (Ref. 16); ———,calculated using the
single-beam, energy-balance model; ~ ~ -, approximation con-
necting excitation coefficient curves.

where Sk(E/n, nz) is the measured relative count rate, n

is the gas density, no is the density of Ar at which the sig-
nal is reduced by 0.5 due to collisional quenching, ' (f; )
is the measured filter transmission, and ar(E/n)„ is
Tachibana's spatially independent excitation coefficient.
In Eq. (1) the subscript r is used to designate "reference"
values appropriate to the signal at the anode for 272 Td.
A quenching density no of 5.6)&10 m is calculated
from A/k, where the quenching-rate coefficient k of
6X10 ' m /s is from Chang and Setser and the radia-
tive transition probability A is'" 3.7 X 10 s '. The resul-
tant quenching corrections are 5% or less for our experi-
ments. In Eq. (1) the ratio of filter-transmission factors
was assumed equal to 1, i.e., the effects of changes in the
relative intensities of the 811.5- and 810.4-nm lines will
be considered elsewhere in our analysis. The effective
calibration procedure for the detection system represent-
ed by Eq. (1) yields the po'nts of Fig. 2 and the inverted
triangles in Fig. 3 for E/n from 2.6 to 42.6 kTd. The
"apparent excitation coefficients" shown in Figs. 2 and 3
are the number of excitation events per unit time and per
gas atom normalized to the total-charged-particle flux
density. ' Alternatively, these coefficients can be regarded
as the number of excitation events per unit distance in
the field direction per charged particle of either sign pass-
ing the observation point and normalized to the gas den-
sity. Because of changes in the velocity distribution of
the electrons and in the experimentally unknown produc-
tion of electrons by ionization, it is not possible to express
the experimental results in terms of a spatially indepen-
dent excitation coefficient per unit electron flux as is con-
ventionally done" ' ' at the lower E/n. The various
curves in Fig. 3 will be discussed in Sec. III A.

III. THEORY QF EXPERIMENT

In this section we review briefly the predictions of
models of the electron motion and resultant excitation of
811-nm emission. We then develop a model for the Ar+
produced by ionization and for fast Ar atoms produced in
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charge-transfer collisions. We will apply this model in

Sec. IV.

A. Ionization and excitation by electrons

We make use of the "single-beam" or monoenergetic-
electron —beam model of electron motion based on the en-

ergy balance, which we developed in Sec. II A of II. In
this model the zeroth and second velocity-moment equa-
tions of the electron Boltzmann equation, i.e., the conser-
vation of particles and energy, are solved for the velocity,
energy, and collision coefFicients of the beam electrons as
a function of position. The usefulness of this model has
been demonstrated in I and II. Further evidence of its
utility is found in the agreement between measured ion-
ization coefficients and the calculated values shown by
the long-dashed curve in the upper part of Fig. 3 for
E/n & 8 kTd. At l & E In & 70 kTd the single-beam pre-
dictions agree with our experiment better than do the re-
sults of current-growth experiments' shown by the
crosses or of two-term spherical harmonic solutions of
the Boltzmann equation' shown by the single-link chain
curve.

Predictions of excitation coefficients using the single-
beam, energy-balance model for electrons in Ar are
shown by the short dashed curve of Fig. 3 and by the
various dashed curves in the lower part of Fig. 4. In
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FIG. 4. Apparent excitation and ionization coefficients for
811-nm emission vs normalized distance from the cathode at
42.6 kTd. The symbols and collision process are —---—,ex-

periment;, calculated ionization by electrons; —- -—,cal-
culated direct 811.5-nm excitation by electrons; —- —,calculat-
ed 810.4-nm excitation by electrons; ———,estimated total
electron excitation of 811 nm including cascading from 5s and
3d configurations. The vertical bars indicate positions between
which we expect distortion of the emission coefficient due to
electrodes to be less than 10%.

these calculations we used the electron-Ar momentum=

transfer cross section from Hayashi, ' an ionization cross
section based on Rapp and Englander-Golden and of
Schramm et al. , excitation cross sections for 811.5- and
810.4-nm radiation from Ballou, Lin, and Fajen, and
the energy-loss function from Peterson and Allen. We
expect the excitation coefficients calculated using the
cross sections of Ballou et al. to be an upper limit to ex-

periment, since the use of these cross sections in the equi-
librium Boltzmann equation at Eln & 500 Td gives exci-
tation coefficients significantly larger than those found by
Tachibana. ' The lower dashed curve in Fig. 3 shows
that the predictions of the single-beam, energy-balance
model for the excitation coefficient at the anode are well
below experiment at the higher Eln. Details of the cal-
culation are discussed in connection with Fig. 4.

The triple-link chain curve in Fig. 4 shows the calcu-
lated "apparent" ionization coefficient for electrons as a
function of normalized distance from the cathode nz.
Here, as for excitation, "apparent" is used to indicate
that the ionization coefficient varies with position and is
normalized to the total current density rather than to the
local electron current density. As found in I for N2, the
ionization coefficient for electrons in Ar is nearly in-

dependent of position because of the rough balance be-
tween weak electron avalanching and a decreasing ioniza-
tion cross section with increasing nz.

The solid curve of Fig. 4 shows the measured apparent
excitation coefficient for 811-nm emission, while the
lower three broken curves show calculated apparent exci-
tation coefficients for the 811-nm lines. The two chain
curves show the contributions of "direct" electron excita-
tion, while the short-dashed curve shows the sum of the
direct and cascade contributionp for the sum of the un-
resolved lines. The general shapes of the calculated ap-
parent direct-excitation coefficient curves follow from the
fact that for the single-beam model, the excitation
coefficient is proportional to the product of the excitation
cross section at the electron energy at z and the relative
electron current. The narrow maximum in the excitation
coefficient curves near nz =5&(10' m results primarily
from the narrow peaks in the 811.5- and 810.4-nm excita-
tion cross sections near 22 eV. These are to be compared
to the broad peak in the ionization curve at nz =3)(10'
m, which results from the broad peak in the ionization
cross section at electron energies near 90 eV.

The lowest curve of Fig. 4 shows the predicted ap-
parent excitation coefficient for the 811.5-nm line by
direct electron excitation. In the region near the cathode,
the peak in the coefficient is the result of excitation col-
lisions by electrons produced at the cathode, whereas the
excitation at nz values greater than about 10' m is the
result of secondary electrons produced by electron-
impact ionization. These secondary electrons are subse-
quently accelerated rapidly through the region of peak
excitation cross section. The latter was calculated using
Eq. (18) of II. The single-link chain curve of Fig. 4 shows
the calculated apparent excitation coefficient for the
810.4-nm line and includes direct excitation by electrons
from both sources. The larger apparent excitation
coefficient for the 810.4-nm line at large nz rejects the
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fact that the measured cross section for the 810.4-nm

line becomes larger than that for excitation of the 811.5-

nm line at high electron energies.
Finally, we need to estimate the contribution of cascad-

ing to the 2p7 and 2p9 levels from the 2s„and 3d„reso-
nance levels. The 2s4 and 2s2 levels of the 3p 4s
configuration and the 3d2 and 3s& levels of the 3p 3d
configuration have large excitation cross sections at high
energies because of their large electric dipole transition
moments with the ground state. Also, at the gas densities
of all of our experiments the Ar is optically thick to the
resonance radiation so that these levels decay primarily
to the 2p„ levels. Examination of the radiative transition
probabilities' shows that in the absence of collisional
mixing, the 2p7 level which emits the 810.4-nm line is
subject to cascade excitation from the 2s4 and 3dz reso-
nance levels, while the 811.5-nm line (2p9 level) is not
subject to cascade excitation. Collisional mixing is ex-
pected to be small at the Ar density of Fig. 4. We use the
excitation cross sections from Chutjian and Cartwright
for energies up to 100 eV and an energy dependence at
higher energies based on Peterson and Allen. Using ra-
diative transition probabilities' to calculate branching
ratios and relative excitation cross sections at high ener-

gies, we estimate that 30% of the total 2s„and 3d„exci-
tation appears as 810.4-nm emission. When this estimate
of the cascade contribution is added to the calculated
direct excitation, we obtain the total calculated excitation
coefficients shown by the short-dashed curve of Fig. 4. A
comparison of this curve with the experimental curve
shows that the calculated electron excitation is less than
10% of the experimentally observed values. Also note
that the spatial dependence of the calculated total elec-
tron excitation shown in Fig. 4 is quite different than that
of the observed excitation. When similar estimates are
made for other Eln and are extrapolated to the anode,
we obtain the short-dashed curve of Fig. 3.

In spite of the approximations of our electron model
and gaps in the cross-section data, the calculations
presented in this section would seem to rule out excita-
tion by electrons originating at the cathode or by gas ion-
ization as a significant mechanism for production of the
811-nm emission at Eln & 10 kTd. The contribution of
excitation by backscattered electrons will be discussed in
Secs. IV and V.
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cross section for excitation of the corresponding Ne line,
i.e., the 640.2-nm line, by Ne+. At 2.5 keV this cross sec-
tion is 1.1 times the cross section for excitation of the
614.3-nm-line level of Ne by Ne+. Because of the lack of
other information, we will assume the energy dependen-
cies of these two Ne cross sections to be the same. Be-
cause of the possible role of resonance and metastable
atoms in producing the observed 811-nm excitation, Fig.
5 also shows cross sections for excitation of the uv radia-
tion emitted by resonance states. The sum of the cross
sections shown for excitation of the resonance lines of Ar
by Ar+ are from the unpublished results of Isler and
Murray. Excitation of metastable Ar in Ar+-Ar col-
lisions has been observed only at energies below 50 eV.
We will assume that the curve-crossing model used to
describe resonance state excitation by Ar+ also applies to
the metastable states, so that the total cross sections for
excitation of the metastable and resonance states of the
Ar 1s„configuration are approximately equal.

The cross-section set used in our model for fast-Ar col-
lisions with Ar is shown in Fig. 6. The ionization cross

B. Ion and fast-atom cross sections

The cross section sets which we have assembled from
the literature for Ar+ and Ar collisions with Ar are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 the charge-transfer
cross section for Ar+ with Ar at low energies is from He-
gerberg et al. , where agreement with transport data is
more important to us than is agreement with beam
data. At higher energies we have used an average of the
somewhat scattered experimental and theoretical results
as given by McDaniel. The ionization cross section for
Ar+ on Ar is from Sluyters et al. We find no refer-
ences to 811-nm or other 2p„-level emission as the result
of Ar+-Ar collisions. ' We will assume that the 811-
nm excitation cross section for Ar+ on Ar is equal to the
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FIG. 5. Cross sections for Ar+-Ar collisions vs laboratory
energy. The symbols and collision process are, charge
transfer (Ref. 26); —- —,ionization (Ref. 27); ———,ArII
488-nm excitation (Ref. 28); —---—,uv resonance line excita-
tion (Ref. 28); —--—,Ne 614.3-nm excitation in Ne+-Ne col-
lisions (Ref. 32).
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section ' ' is very close to that for ionization by fast
Ar+. The momentum-transfer cross section was calculat-
ed by Robinson from differential-scattering data. The
excitation of the 2p„and 3p„ levels with emission to the
1s„ levels has been reported by Kempter et al. ' and
Neuman, respectively. The only energy-dependent
cross section given' for the Ar 2p„ lines is that shown in

Fig. 6 for the 795-nm line. The curve for the combined
811.5- and 810.4-nm lines shown by the triple-link chain
curve in Fig. 6 is obtained by multiplying the 795-nm
cross sections by the ratio of the 811-nm to 795-nm inten-
sities shown for 900-eV laboratory energy in Fig. 2(g) of
Ref. 15. The sum of the cross sections for excitation of
the 104.8- and 106.7-nm resonance lines is approximate-
ly equal to the ionization cross section. A significant
fraction of the resonance line production is attributed'
to cascading from higher levels.

Cross sections for near-threshold excitation of rnetasta-
ble Ar in Ar-Ar collisions has been measured by beam

techniques and inferred from the growth of ionization
in shock tubes, but are not available at the higher ener-
gies of interest to us. Low-angle, high-energy resolution
measurements of the scattering of Ar by Ar demon-
strate the dominance of excitation to the 1s and 2p
configurations of Ar at high energies, but neither experi-
ments nor theory ' give information as to the ratio of
cross sections for metastable and resonance-line excita-
tion. As for Ar+, we estimate the cross sections for exci-
tation of Ar to the metastable states by fast Ar to be
equal to those for resonance-line excitation in Ar-Ar col-
lisions.

C. Ion and fast-atom model

This section contains a simple model of the motion and
reactions of the Ar+ and fast-Ar atoms in the presence of
the spatially uniform electric field. We take advantage of
the short mean free paths of the Ar+ in Ar and assume
that the ions are in equilibrium' with the gas at the ap-
plied E/n. Charge-exchange collisions produce fast-Ar
atoms which are assumed to have the same energy distri-
bution as the equilibrium Ar+ energy distribution. Rath-
er than solve the spatial and energy-dependent
Boltzmann equation for the fast atoms, we will model the
behavior of only the fast Ar which have not had a col-
lision. Each collision of a fast-Ar atoms with Ar is as-
sumed to result in loss of the fast atom and the produc-
tion of a slow atom which is subsequently ignored. This
approximation is believed to be satisfactory for the mod-
eling of our excitation experiments, because most of the
fast atoms are produced with energies below 200 eV and
because the excitation and ionization cross sections
shown in Fig. 6 decrease rapidly with energy below 200
eV.

The electron motion will be calculated using the
single-beam, energy-balance model derived and discussed
in Sec. II A of II and used in Sec. III A of this paper. Ac-
cording to this model the spatial growth of the steady-
state electron flux density I, is determined by the sum of
the contributions of ionization collisions of electrons,
Ar+, and fast Ar with Ar. Thus
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FIG. 6. Cross sections for Ar-Ar collisions vs laboratory en-

ergy. The symbols and collision process are ———,momen-
tum transfer (Ref. 35); —-—,ionization and uv excitation;—---—,811-nm excitation scaled from 795-nm data (Ref. 15);

, 811-nm excited adjusted to fit our experiment and the
point (~ ) at 900 eV (Ref. 15); —--—,795-nm excitation (Ref.
15).

Here j=nz is the normalized distance or column density
measured from the cathode, Q,'(e) is the cross section for
ionization by electrons, a (E/n)/n is the spatial ioniza-
tion coefficient for the Ar, af (E/n ) /n is the spatial ion-
ization coefficient for fast neutral atoms, and I ~(g) and
I f(g) are the particle flux densities for the Ar+ and for
the fast neutral atoms. The equation for the spatial
growth of the energy c of the electron beam includes the
energy gain from the field and the energy lost in inelastic
collisions. Since the model assumes a single energy for all
electrons, this equation also includes the energy required
to raise the energy of new electrons produced by ioniza-
tion from essentially zero to the beam energy, i.e.,
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dE

dg k, i
Q, (e)

a' I~(g) af I f(g)
n r, (g)+ n r, (g)

(3)

Here the products of threshold energy c. and cross sec-
tion Q, are summed over all excited states k and ioniza-
tion states i In. Eq. (3) we have neglected the loss of ener-

gy by electrons in elastic collisions, as is appropriate to
the high E/n of interest. As in I and II, the a/n are de-

scribed as "spatial" reaction or excitation coefficients and
are the number of collision events per unit distance in the
direction of ion drift. The word "spatial" also distin-
guishes these coefficients from "temporal" reaction or
rate coefficients. A less descriptive terminology some-
times used is "Townsend-type" coefficient, because of the
Townsend ionization coefficient. ' The calculation of
these coefficients will be discussed below.

The steady-state continuity equations for the Ar+ flux

density Iz(g) and the fast-Ar flux density I f(g) in the
present model are

Qf (E/n)I f(g) (4)

and

dI f CKf
=+QCTI' (g) — (E/n)I f(g),

n
(5)

where

a' m a' k

(E/n)= (E/n)+ (E/n)+ (E!n) .
n n n

(6)

Equation (4) states that the increase in the Ar+ flux den-

sity is due to the production of Ar+ by ionizing collisions
of electrons, ions, and fast atoms with Ar. Equation (5)
states that the growth of the fast-atom flux is due to the
production of fast atoms by charge-transfer collisions and
their loss by any collision process. The negative signs on
the left-hand sides of Eqs. (4) and (5) result from the flow

of positive ions and, therefore, fast neutrals toward the
cathode, i.e., toward smaller g. Here QCT is the charge-
transfer cross section for Ar+-Ar collisions, af /n is the
average cross section for the attenuation of fast neutrals,

af /n is the average cross section for momentum transfer

=(kT+ )
' I de Q~"(s) exp

0 +
(7)

where x is either k for excitation or i for ionization and

(kT+ )
' exp( e/kT—+ )

is the normalized steady-state energy distribution for the
Ar+ as given by several authors. ' ' The ion "tempera-
ture" T+ is given by kT+ eE/(nQc——T ), and the corre-
sponding drift velocity is

W+ =(2eE/mmnQCT )'~

where e is the electron charge and k is Boltzmann's con-
stant. Note that the theoretical Ar+ energy distribu-
tion is a one-dimensional distribution, i.e., it is a 5 func-
tion in directions perpendicular to the electric field and a
Maxwellian in the direction of the field. The a'"/n are
independent of position and are functions of E/n, since
kT+ is a function of E/n. Table I gives values of a' /n
used in our model.

The solid and long-dashed curves of Fig. 7 shows the
theoretical' ' steady-state ion drift velocity 8'+ and
kT+ /e as a function of E/n for Ar+ in Ar as calculated
using the charge-transfer cross sections of Fig. 5. At the
E/n of interest the thermal motion of the atoms can be
neglected. The short-dashed curve shows experimental '

drift velocities which are in good agreement with calcula-
tions. Note that the calculated values of k T+ are
significantly larger than the kT, ff calculated from drift ve-
locities. '

Theory' shows that for a spatially uniform production
of ionization, the Ar+ reaches 80%%uo of its equilibrium
drift velocity in a distance of 1.5A. . The single- and
double-link curves of Fig. 7 show the mean free paths for
the Ar+ (A. =1/nQcT) and fast Ar (Af ——1/af ) for the
gas densities of our experiments. Since Fig. 4 shows that

in Ar-Ar collisions, and af /n is the average cross section
for excitation of Ar by the fast Ar in process k. Equa-
tions (2) and (4) are consistent with I,+I ~ =I T, where

I z is the total charged-particle flux and is independent of
position.

The spatial ionization and excitation coefficients for
Ar+ are given by

f dv UQ,"(v)f (v)
(E/n) =

uU, u

TABLE I. Excitation and ionization coeScients calculated from published cross sections discussed in detail in Sec. III B. Note
that 4.9[—22] means 4.9 X 10

E/n
(1cTd)

42.6
22
6.3

af /n
(m')

4.9[—22]'
1.45[ —22]'
2.5[—24]b

af /n
(m )

3.g[ —21]
1.5[—21]
4.0[—24]

3.7[—21]
2.2[—21]
3.0[—22]

a~ /n
(m )

2.g[ —21]
1.0[—21]
4.9[—23]

a', /n
(m )

4.3[—23]
1.4[—23]
2.7[—25]

af /n
(m )

2.4[—20]
2.4[—20]
3.0[—20]

'af /n calculated using —-—curve of Fig. 6.
a~ /n calculated using 614.3-nm excitation cross section for Ne+ on Ne from Ref. 28 and Fig. 5 as discussed in text.
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the ionization is nearly uniform in our high-Eln experi-
ments, we conclude that the ions reach equilibrium in
10% or less of the gap.

The spatial reaction coefficients describing ionization,
momentum-transfer, and excitation collisions for our
model of the fast-atom motion are given by

FIG. 7. Transport and discharge parameters for Ar+ in Ar
as a function of E/n. The symbols and parameters are
calculated ion drift velocity 8'+, ———,experimental drift ve-

locity; ——,energy equivalent temperature kT+/e; —- —,
Ar+ mean free path; —- - —,fast-neutral-atom mean free path;—- - - —,discharge voltage.

and

r, (d) =rf(d) =0, (10)

where y and yf are the yields of electrons at the
cathode due to the arrival of Ar+ and fast Ar, respective-
ly, and where c0 is some convenient electron energy, e.g. ,
1 eV. Here we have neglected photon-induced electron
emission as too inefficient to compete with the ion- and
fast-atom-induced emission at high E/n. Equation (9)
states that enough electrons must be released from the
cathode by the arriving ions and fast atoms to maintain
the discharge. The yield of electrons per incident Ar
atom for energies of about 100 eV is about an order of
magnitude lower than for Ar+ of the same energy. We
will therefore simplify the analysis by assuming that

yf ——0 and regard y~ as an effective value. This assump-
tion will need to be reexamined as our models improve
and secondary emission data for fast-Ar atoms on graph-
ite become available. We assume no electron-induced
emission of ions or fast atoms from the anode. ' We will
consider the question of ion production near the anode by
backscattered electrons in Secs. IV and V.

The apparent spatial excitation coefficients P"(g)/n re-
quired for comparison with experiment are obtained by
recalling their basic definition as the number of excitation
events per unit time and per gas atom normalized to the
total charged-particle Aux density. For the electron-
beam model described by Eqs. (2) and (3), this means

P,"(g,E/n)/n =Q,"(g)I',(g)/r,
=Q,"(g)f', (g)/f', (nd),

where I, is the steady-state current density per unit
charge. For Ar+ the apparent excitation coefficient is

X

(E/n)=(kT+ )
' J de Qf(e) exp

n 0 +
(8) Pk ak

(Eln)
n 'n n r,

r, (0)=),r, (0)+1fI f(0),
e(0)=so,

(9)

TABLE II. Excitation coefficients and flux ratios for model.
Note that 6.3[19]means 6.3X 10' .

E/n

(kTd)

42.6
22
6.3

(m )

6.3[19]
7.3[19]
1.23[19]

afk/n

(m')

I.I [—21]
4.9[—22]
2.4[—23]

r, (0)

r, (o)

6.0
8.3

15.4

where Qf"(e) is the cross section for the process x. Here x
is i for ionization, a for attenuation by any kind of col-
lision, or k for excitation. These a"/n are independent of
position and are functions of E/n through kT+. Tables
I and II give values of af /n and af /n used in our model.

The four boundary conditions appropriate to the four
first-order differential equations, Eqs. (2)—(5), describing
our experiment are

a" r (g)
(E/n) I', (nd)

(12)

where az(E/n)/n is given by Eq. (7) with Qz(e) substi-
tuted for Q~(s). Similarly, for fast Ar the apparent exci-
tation coefficient is

Pf E
n 'n

af I f(g)(Eln)
n t

(E ln )
n I,(nd)

(13)

where af /n is calculated using Eq. (8) with x =k.
It is of interest to point out that for a given gas and a

given set of electrode properties, the scaling parameters
for Eqs. (2)—(13) are E/n and nd When ex.pressed in
terms of Vd ——Ed and nd, these are the parameters which
appear in Paschen's law, ' which states that at break-
down Vd is a function of nd (see Sec. V). We have used
several different approaches in solving Eqs. (2)—(13). We
will present the results of the numerical solutions in Secs.
IV and V. Some details of the calculation are presented
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I s (z) =Q',„I', ( nd )n X (d —z) (14)

in the Appendix.
Before making comparisons with experiment, it is in-

structive to consider analytic solutions appropriate for
high E/n and small ionization by the Ar+ and fast Ar.
The spatial dependence of the apparent electron-
ionization coefficient at high E/n was found in II and in

Fig. 4 to be nearly independent of position and roughly
equal to the maximum in the ionization cross section.
Ionization by Ar+ and fast Ar is small for E/n & 20 kTd
and for stnall nd. Thus, when Q,'( e)I, (nz) =Q',„I,(nd)
and the heavy-particle ionization terms are small in Eq.
(4), I (z) is given by
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and, in the limit of small attenuation of the fast neutrals,
Eq. (5) gives

I f(z) =[QcrQ', „I,(nd)/2]n (d —z)~ . (15)

IV. COMPARISON OF MODELS WITH EMISSION
EXPERIMENT

In this high-E/n and low-nd limit, substitution of Eqs.
(14) and (15) into Eqs. (12) and (13) for the 811-nm excita-
tion then gives linear and quadratic variations with dis-
tance from the anode of p" /n and pfln, respectively.
This difference in the spatial dependence of 811-nm exci-
tation by Ar+ collisions versus 811-nm excitation by fast
Ar provides one method of distinguishing between these
two excitation sources.

I-
4J

~ lo
O.
Q.

FAST ATOM S
IONS

I ) I l I

IO 20 30 (I

GlSTANCE FROM CATHODE (mm)
ANODE

O
0
cf
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FIG. 8. Comparison of experimental and calculated apparent
spatial excitation coefficients for 811-nm emission vs distance

from the cathode for E/n =42.6 kTd. The curves and mean-

ings are, experiment from Fig. 2; ———,solution of Eqs.
(2)-(13) discussed in text; —--—,model without ionization by
fast atoms; —- —,ratio of fast-atom flux to ion flux. The verti-

cal bars are as in Fig. 4.

The results of the numerical solutions of Eqs. (2}—(15}
using the coefficients of Tables I and II are compared
with the 811-nm emission experiments in Figs. 8—10.

A. 42.6-kTd measurements

l. Excitation by fast atoms and iotts

The solid curve of Fig. 8, showing our experimental re-
sults, was obtained by drawing a smooth curve through
the data of Fig. 2 for E/n =42.6 kTd. The short-dashed
curve of Fig. 8 shows the results of a numerical calcula-
tion for 42.6 kTd in which the heavy-particle ionization
terms a' and af have been included in Eq. (4), but omit-
ted from Eqs. (2) and (3). As shown in the Appendix, the
resultant error in the excitation coefficients is small. This
is apparently because electron avalanching is small at
high E/n and because of the normalization of the excita-
tion coefficient to the total current. The double-link
chain curve shows that the additional effect of omitting
the fast-atom ionization terms from Eq. (4) is to produce
too slow a variation in the excitation coefficient with po-
sition. Although not shown, the effect of omitting ioniza-
tion by fast ions is small because of the significantly
larger number of fast atoms than ions produced by the
charge-transfer process and because of the comparable
ionization cross sections for Ar+ and Ar shown in Figs. 5
and 6, respectively. The ratio of the fast-atom flux to the
ion flux is shown by the single-link chain curve in Fig. 8.
At the high E/n and low nd of Fig. 8, the energy-balance
and momentum-balance models of electron motion dis-

cussed in II give essentially the same results because the
electrons are very nearly in free-fall motion.

From Fig. 8 we see that when ionization by the fast
atoms is included in the model the agreement between
the observed and calculated spatial dependence of the
811-nm emission is significantly improved and is good
from near the cathode to about 60%%uo of the gap distance.
However, the magnitude of the calculated curve is only
about 40% of the experimental values. Here we note that
the cross section shown by the triple-link chain curve in
Fig. 6 and used to calculate the af /n values in Table I is

really based on the single point of Kempter et al. ' at
900 eV for the 811-nm excitation, so that a much larger
cross section for 811-nm excitation by fast Ar at energies
in the 100 eV region is possible. The solid curve in Fig. 6
shows a cross section which is chosen to give good agree-
ment (+10%) with spatial excitation coefficients derived
from our experiments for E/n )6.3 kTd and still passes
through the data point' at 900 eV. Table II lists the
811-nm excitation coefficients af" /n calculated using the
cross section shown by the solid curve of Fig. 6. Table II
also lists the calculated ratios of fast-atom flux to
positive-ion flux at the cathode and the values of nd used
in these experiments.

As discussed in Sec. III B the contribution of Ar+ ions
to the production of the 811-nm emission is estimated us-

ing the cross section for the 614.3-nm transition in Ne ex-
cited by Ne+ shown in Fig. 5. The resultant 811-nm pro-
duction by ions is less than 3%%uo of the experimental
values.
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2. Excess excitation near the anode

There is a large discrepancy between the predictions of
the fast atom model of 811-nm excitation presented in
Fig. 8 and experiment in the vicinity of the anode. From
the difference between the observed values of p"/n and
the calculated sum of p" In and pf ln after adjustment to
fit experiment near the cathode, we find the magnitude
and spatial distribution of the required emission
coefficient. Although we have not found a satisfactory
quantitative agreement between theory and experiment
for this emission at E/n =42.6 kTd, it seems worthwhile
to go through the estimates.

The only qualitatively satisfactory explanation for the
excess 811-nm signal near the anode appears to be excita-
tion by backscattered electrons produced by the high-
energy electrons striking the anode. In order to explain
the observed excess by this process, we require a spatially
integrated production of 811-nm excitation of about
0.008 photons per electron striking the anode and a range
of the average electrons in the retarding field of 7.2X 10
V/m of about 6 mm. This corresponds to an average en-

ergy of about 400 eV.
We can rule out a significant contribution of those

backscattered electrons with energies below 50 eV, cus-
tomarily labeled secondary electrons, since the max-
imum distance a 50-eV electron can travel against the ap-
plied field is only 0.7 mm, and since we see no peak in the
emission very close to the anode, such as was found' for
Nz. Furthermore, experiments show that only about
10%%uo of the secondaries typically have energies above the
excitation potential for 811-nm excitation, and that the
yield of secondary electrons is only 0.25 for our type of
graphite. '

We now consider the higher-energy group of electrons
labeled backscattered electrons. As outlined in II, cal-
culations of 811-nm excitation by backscattered electrons
were made using our single-beam electron model. Cas-
cading was included as discussed in Sec. IIIA of the
present paper. For 42.6 kTd, the calculated photon
yield is 0.01 photon per 400-eV electron leaving the
normal to the anode. These relations show that in order
to explain the observations we require 0.5 to 1 backscat-
tered electron for each electron reaching the anode. The
calculated energy for electrons striking the anode for
E/n =42 kTd is 1300 eV, for which experiments with
carbon of unspecified composition give backscattered
electron (s & 50 eV) yields of 0.08 to 0.25. Thus our cal-
culation of the emission coefficient caused by backscat-
tered electrons is a factor of 2 to 10 too small to account
for the excess 811-nm emission near the anode. It ap-
pears to us that the most likely sources of error in this
model are the estimates of the cascade contribution to the
811-nm excitation and the yield of backscattered elec-
trons.

We have no other candidate for this excess emission.
For example, while the production of additional ioniza-
tion near the anode discussed in Secs. VB and VC in-
creases the 811-nm signal" generated by fast-atom col-
lisions by about a factor of 2 at 3 mm from the anode,
this calculated signal is a factor of 5 below the measured
signal and has the wrong dependence on position. Obvi-

ously we need more detailed calculations of the back-
scattering, including the contribution of repeated back-
scattering from the anode, the effects of electron emission
from the anode at an angle to the normal, and more com-
plete data on backscattered electrons. Measurements of
the emission of lines excited only by electrons would be of
help in resolving this problem, as was the case in I for the
391.4-nm band of Nz.

B. 22-kTd measurements

Our second comparison of experiment and models is
intended to demonstrate the better agreement with exper-
iment of the quadratic spatial dependence of 811-nm ex-
citation by fast neutral atoms as compared to the linear
dependence of excitation by ions. Thus Fig. 9 shows
measured and calculated apparent 811-nm excitation
coefficients on a linear scale versus distance from the
cathode for 22 kTd. The points are the experimental
values. The solid curve is that calculated using the ad-
justed fast-atom cross sections shown by the solid curve
of Fig. 6 and the excitation coefficient of Table II, while
the long-dashed curve is that calculated assuming only
excitation by fast ions and using an a /n value adjusted
to fit experiment at the cathode. We see that, except for
points near the anode, the agreement between experiment
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FIG. 9. Comparison of experimental and calculated apparent
spatial excitation coefficients for 811-nm emission vs distance
from the cathode for E/n =22 kTd. The points ~ show the ex-
perimental results. The curves and meanings are, solu-
tion of Eqs. (2)—(13) discussed in text; ——,model with excita-
tion by fast atoms replaced by excitation by ions and adjusted
cross section; ———,calculations using Eqs. (14) and (15).
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and the model is much better for excitation by fast Ar
than for excitation by Ar+.

The upper and lower short-dashed curves in Fig. 9 are
calculated using the approximate models for 811-nm ex-
citation represented by Eq. (14) for ions and Eq. (15) for
fast atoms, respectively. The curve for excitation by ions
was calculated by increasing the rate coefficient a /n
from Table I by an order of magnitude, while the curve
for 811-nm excitation by fast neutral atoms was calculat-
ed using the afln from Kempter et al. ' listed in Table
I. The agreement using Eq. (15) for excitation by fast
neutral atoms is better than expected in view of the mar-
ginal applicability of the assumptions made in deriving
Eqs. (14) and (15). This agreement is, in part, the result
of too large an ionization coefficient and too small an ex-
citation coefficient. The upper short-dashed curve shows
again that the ion-excitation model represented by Eq.
(14) is far less satisfactory than is the fast-atom model.

The yield of 811-nm photons per electron incident on
the anode and the electron range required to explain the
excess emission near the anode for 22 kTd is very much
the same as for 42.6 kTd, i.e., 7.5)&10 photons per
electron striking the anode and a backscattered electron
mean energy of 320 eV. In this case the calculated yield
of 811-nm photons per electron leaving normal to the
anode of about 0.02 means that consistency would re-
quire 0.2 to 0.4 backscattered electron per incident elec-
tron or the equivalent for repeated backscattering. For
the calculated incident energy of 560 eV, the measured
yields vary from 0.1 to 0.4. Thus by assuming limiting
values one can obtain consistency between experiment
and the backseat tering model.
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parent spatial excitation coe5cients for 811-nm emission vs dis-
tance from the cathode for E/n =6.3 kTd. The curves and
their meanings are, experiment from Fig. 2; ———,cal-
culated electron excitation; —- —,solution of Eqs. (2)—(13) dis-
cussed in text; —--—,solution of Eqs. (2)—(13) text with adjust-
ed cross section for excitation of 811 nm by fast Ar as shown in

Fig. 6. The vertical bars are as in Fig. 4.

C. 6.3-kTd measurements

The final comparison between experiment and the
models of the 811-nm emission is made in Fig. 10, where
E/n =6.3 kTd. The contribution of electron excitation
P, In, including the 30% cascade contribution, is shown

by the dashed curve and is dominant near the anode. Ex-
citation due to backscattered electrons is not expected to
be significant since the calculated energy of electrons
striking the anode is only 40 eV. The contribution of
fast-atom excitation of 811-nm emission calculated using
the af" In excitation coefficient of Table I is shown by the
single-link chain curve. In order to fit the observed emis-
sion near the cathode one has to increase the 811-nm ex-
citation coefficient by fast Ar by a factor of about 10 at
Ar energies corresponding to kT+ /e = 16 eV. The resul-
tant cross section is shown by the solid curve of Fig. 6
and yields the ef /n values in Table II. The apparent ex-
citation coefficient Pf" In for the fast neutral atoms is
shown by double-link chain curve of Fig. 10. The agree-
ment of the sum of these contributions to the apparent
excitation coefficient with experiment is very good. In
particular, this agreement near the anode confirms our
calibration and points to problems with the electron
backscattering model at the higher E/n.

Spatial distributions of 811-nm emission were also ob-
tained at 2.6 and 12 kTd, but were not analyzed in detail.
Qualitatively, the data for 12 kTd look much like the 22-

kTd data, but with a relatively large contribution from
electrons near the anode. The 2.6-kTd data resembles the
272-Td data, but with a re1atively much 1arger signa1 near
the cathode. Note that it is possible to fit the emission
near the cathode at 2.6 kTd by postulating a peak in the
cross section for 811-nm excitation in Ar-Ar collision
having an integrated magnitude of roughly 5)(10
m eV at 30—50-eV laboratory energy. Such a peak makes
no significant contribution to the calculated emission at
272 Td, so that we have no explanation for the excess
emission near the cathode at this E In, .

D. Excitation by excited atoms

We will now discuss the possible contribution of fast
atoms excited to the 1s metastable and resonance levels of
Ar in collisions of Ar+ or fast Ar with Ar to the produc-
tion of the observed 811-nm emission at high E/n. Such
excited atoms could have significantly larger cross sec-
tions for excitation of 811-nm emission than the fast
ground-state atoms considered thus far. We do not ex-
pect that the fast atoms excited to resonance levels in
charge-transfer collisions will cause further excitation be-
cause of their short radiative lifetimes and the small
probability of reabsorption of their Doppler-shifted emis-
sion resulting from the large kinetic energies acquired
from short-range excitation collisions. ' If we assume
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from Sec. III B that the cross section for fast metastable
production is the same as shown for resonance photons in

Fig. 5 and, as an upper limit, assume that each fast meta-
stable produces a 811-nm photon, then the calculated
811-nm emission for 42.6 kTd is about 30% of the experi-
mental value at the cathode shown in Fig. 8 ~ The basic
reason for this small signal is that even this very large as-
sumed metastable production cross section is small com-
pared to the charge-transfer cross section shown in Fig.
5. Since the efficiency of 811-nm excitation by fast-Ar
metastable atoms is unlikely to be near unity, we expect
that the production of 811-nm emission by metastable
atoms is considerably less than that observed in our ex-
periments.

V. BREAKDOWN AND DISCHARGE MAINTENANCE
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FIG. 11. Experimental and calculated values of the product
of gas density n and electrode separation d for breakdown or for
low current, steady-state discharges vs E/n in Ar. Note that
for the data and curves in the upper right-hand corner the nd
values have been multiplied by 100. The symbols, surfaces, and
sources are , sintered graphite (Fig. 1); 0, steel from Guseva
(Ref. 45); +, iron from Penning and Addink (Ref. 17); A, stain-
less steel from Bhasanavich and Parker (Ref. 5). The calculated
curves and parameters are, yp =0.05 and J, =0.05;—-—,yp=0. 05, J, =0, and no ionization by atoms and ions
(& =0) ——— ———--——---—y =0 and J; asI j p
marked.

Comparisons of experimental and calculated electrical
breakdown and low-current discharge-maintenance data
are presented in Fig. 11. The points show experimental
results from Fig. 1 and from various authors. ' ' Here
we have plotted the values of nd required for breakdown
as a function of the E/n, instead of the usual plot of
breakdown voltage versus nd. We will usually refer to
the breakdown voltage and to proceses occurring at
breakdown rather than those of low-current discharge
maintenance, since the measured voltages are the same to
within a few percent for both phenomena. The discharge
currents in our experiments are small enough so that
multistep ionization phenomena are not significant (see
Sec. II).

A. Ionization by electrons only

Most models for breakdown' consider only electron-
impact ionization of the gas and the production of secon-

dary electrons at the cathode as the result of the arrival
of photons, ions, and metastables. We can calculate the
nd versus E/n curves for this model by neglecting atom-
and ion-induced ionization in Eqs. (2)—(4) in Sec. III and
solving the equations as outlined in the Appendix. A
representative result for y =0.05 and Q'=Qf ——0 is

shown in Fig. 11 by the single-link chain curve for 4
kTd &E/n & 20 kTd and by the solid curve for E/n &4
kTd. This curve shows that one can obtain approximate
agreement between the electron-impact model and exper-
iment for E/n from the lowest value considered, 200 Td,
to about 4 kTd for a single reasonable value of yp As
the E/n is increased beyond 4 kTd, y~ would have to be
increased rapidly. At extremely large E/n one would
need very large values of y, e.g., 7 at 300 kTd. This
value is about an order of magnitude higher than the
largest measured value for Ar+ at the calculated energy
of kT+ =1000 eV. We calculate that about three fast
atoms per ion reach the cathode for these conditions, so
that the yield of secondary electrons per atom would
have to be at least several times that measured for ions
in order for ion and fast-atom bombardment to supply
the necessary electrons. The necessary high electron
yields seem unlikely, so that the traditional electron pro-
duction terms do not appear adequate to explain experi-
ment at the higher E/n.

A number of discussions ' and models of breakdown
at very high E/n have included the effects of electrons
backscattered from the anode. A complete treatment of
this effect is beyond the scope of this paper. We can,
however, obtain an upper limit to the contribution of
backscattering to the ionization by electrons by using the
model developed by Parker and co-workers, in which a
fraction r of the electrons are reflected without loss of en-
ergy and so retrace the path of the primary electrons be-
fore turning around and returning to the anode. As dis-
cussed in Sec. II D of II, this approximation results in an
increase in the ionization by electrons by a factor of
(I+r)/(I r). In our present—model this factor is multi-
plied by the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2).
Using the estimate of Bhasavanich and Parker that
r =0.3, we find that y =4 is required to fit their break-
down data at 300 kTd when ionization by fast atoms and
ions is omitted. This value agrees well with the value of
yp

——3 obtained by Bhasavanich and Parker from
analysis of their data. At 42.6 kTd, a yp value of about
0.5 would be required for this model to fit experimental
breakdown data. We conclude that the addition of
electron-backseat tering to the electron-impact model
does not lead to sufficient additional ionization to allow
one to reduce the required y to values consistent with
beam experiments. Furthermore, measurements show
that a value of r =0. 1 is more characteristic of carbon
and that electron-energy losses at the anode are
significant.

B. Ionization by electrons, ions, and atoms

We consider next the limiting case in which all of the
electron production occurs by collisions of either elec-
trons, fast atoms, or ions with Ar, i.e., the limit of zero
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secondary electron emission from the cathode. This
model is basically an extension of Townsend s original
model of electrical breakdown to include the effects of
ionization by fast neutral atoms. These calculations were
carried out using the complete model expressed by Eqs.
(2)—(13), analytical approximations to the electron-
collision cross sections, the ion and fast-atom collision
ionization and attenuation coefficients in Table I, and the
coupled differential-equation code discussed in the Ap-
pendix. The values of nd versus E/n calculated using
this model for y =0 are shown by the short-dashed
curves of Fig. 11. We see that for E/n between 15 and
50 kTd this model, which utilizes only gas-phase produc-
tion of electrons and ions and has no adjustable con-
stants, accounts reasonably well for the experimental-
breakdown and discharge-maintenance data. At higher
E/n the measured nd values fall below the dashed curve
and other feedback processes must be included in the
model. Using this model to calculate the electron-current
multiplication, I,(nd)/I, (0), we conclude that for
E/n &20 kTd and for nd corresponding to breakdown
the ionization is produced primarily in collisions of fast
atoms and ions with Ar rather than by the electrons. As
an example, at E/n =42 kTd when the discharge voltage
is kept the same and a&/n and a' /n are set to zero the
electron current multiplication is reduced from 13 to less
than 2.

The production of ions near the anode by backscat-
tered or secondary electrons ' ' can be the dominant
mechanism for electron-induced ionization of the gas at
very high E/n. Evidence for the presence of such elec-
trons in our experiments is provided by the excess emis-
sion discussed in Sec. IVA. In the present analysis an
upper limit to the contribution of this ionization to
breakdown will be obtained by replacing the integral of
the spatially distributed ion production by an equivalent
production at the anode I z( nd). Thus

1~(nd)= J Q,'(g)I „(g)&( . (16)

Equations (2)—(13) are then solved with the total ion flux
generated by backscattered electrons I z(nd) given by Eq.
(16) as an anode boundary condition. The effects of this
ion source on breakdown are seen in the plots of the nd
values required for breakdown versus E/n shown in the
upper right-hand corner of Fig. 11. Here the nd values
have been multiplied by a factor of 100 in order to
prevent overlapping curves. The parameter for these
plots is the equivalent ion current density at the anode
normalized to the total current density J;=—I ~(nd)/I,
These calculations were made assuming that the ion-
induced secondary electron yield at the cathode y is
zero. We see that for E/n & 20 kTd one can fit even the
lowest set of nd values with only a 20% yield of ions per
electron striking the anode.

Estimates of the efficiency of ion production near the
anode can be made from the calculations of Sec. III D of
II. From these calculations we estimate the efficiency of
ionization per electron reflected from the anode to be of
the order of unity and to vary slowly with E!n. Consid-
ering the range of measured backscattering yields and

the shortage of energy-distribution data discussed in Sec.
IV A, we can only roughly estimate the ion-flux yield J;
for graphite to be a few percent of the incident-electron
flux. Values of J,- are expected to be significantly higher
for metals, so that J, =0.2 may be reasonable for the ex-
periments of Bhasavanich and Parker. These analyses
show that ionization by backscattered electrons becomes
more important at very high E/n, where ionization by
high-energy electrons from the cathode end of the
discharge is becoming less efficient.

C. Complete model

The solid curve in Fig. 11 shows an example of the re-
sults of calculations when all of the gas-ionization pro-
cesses and ion-induced electron production at the
cathode are included. To simplify the graph, results are
shown for a single value of y and of J;. The solid curve
shows that one only needs to adjust y to =0.05 to fit the
lower-E!n data, while adjusting J, to =0.05 to fit the
higher-E/n data. Of course, this fit does not rule out in-
creases in y~ with increasing E/n. Some idea of the sen-
sitivity to the choices of J, and y is obtained by noting
that doubling y to 0.1 would reduce the nd values by
about 20% for E/n & 5 kTd, but would have a negligible
effect for E!n g 50 kTd. A y value of 0.5 would be re-
quired to reduce nd by 10% at E/n =1000 kTd. The
value of J;=0.05 was chosen to fit our discharge-
maintenance data (Sec. II) and the breakdown data of
Guseva for 5&E/n &1000 kTd. A J; value of about
0.2 would be required to fit the very-high-E/n data of
Bhasavanich and Parker. An alternate way to fit these
low-nd values is to keep J, =0.05 and increase y to
values of 3 to 5. Presumably, the best model would be in-
termediate between these two limits. We conclude that
by including gas ionization by ions and fast atoms and by
backscattered electrons in the model of breakdown in Ar,
we can fit the published data with reasonable ion-induced
secondary emission coefficients and backscattered-
electron yields.

The success of the analysis of Ar-breakdown data
presented in this section suggests that ionization by fast
atoms and ions is responsible for the higher-voltage por-
tions of the multiple-valued curve of breakdown voltage
versus nd found' ' for He and the highly structured
curves found for Ne and for Hg. When plotted as in
Fig. 11, the experimental multiple valued curve for He
translates into a curve with a maximum value of nd at
E/n =3 kTd. The Ne data shows an even more pro-
nounced break near E/n =10 kTd than does the Ar
curve in Fig. 11. Although we have not extended the de-
tailed analysis carried out for Ar to these gases, we
second the suggestion of Druyvesteyn and Penning' that
the high-E/n portions of these curves are dominated by
fast-atom- and ion-induced ionization. The maximum in
nd versus E/n for He would appear to result from a large
separation of the E/n ranges for which electron-induced
ionization dominates and that for which heavy-particle
collisional ionization dominates the ionization. In the
case of Ar, these E/n ranges are less widely separated
and no maximum is observed.
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VI. DISCUSSION

The experiments and models presented in this paper
cover the transition from moderate E/n, where the elec-
trons are in collisional equilibrium with the electric field

and the gas and the ion energies are only a few times
thermal, to very high E/n, where the electrons have few
collisions with the gas and the ion and fast-atom energies
are large enough to yield significant excitation and ion-
ization. At E/n below 1 kTd the observed magnitude
and spatial dependence of the 811-nm emission are con-
sistent with the excitation and ionization expected of
electrons in equilibrium with the electric field and col-
lisions with the gas. At E/n between 1 and 10 kTd exci-
tation and ionization by electrons is dominant toward the
anode, although the electron behavior is best described
by a nonequilibrium model. At E/n above 20 kTd, elec-
tron excitation is apparent only near the anode, where
backscattered electrons are present. The excitation of
811-nm emission by fast atoms becomes important near
the cathode at E/n of between 2 and 6 kTd. At the
E/n & 20 kTd the spatial dependence of the observed ex-
citation over most of the discharge gap is consistent with
excitation by collisions between fast-Ar and Ar-gas
atoms, where the fast Ar is produced in charge-transfer
collisions of Ar+ with the gas. Excitation of 811-nm ra-
diation by fast ions appears to be small or negligible.

There are serious discrepancies among the various
measures of the 811-nm excitation by electrons. Firstly,
at low E/n the electron excitation coefficients we calcu-
late from the cross sections determined in beam experi-
ments ' are much larger than the directly measured ex-
citation coefficients of Tachibana. ' Secondly, at our
highest E/n the apparent excitation coefficients calculat-
ed using our model for the excess emission near the anode
by backscattered electrons are much smaller than the ex-
perimental values. On the other hand, there is good
agreement between the calculated apparent electron exci-
tation coefficients and experiment at the intermediate
E/n of 6.3 kTd. Although the variation of these
discrepancies with gas density is roughly that expected if
the quenching of the 2p„states by Ar were much larger
than previously determined, the quenching-rate
coefficient required, & 5&&10 ' m /s, is much too large
to have been missed. Support for the conclusion of Sec.
III that quenching is small has been obtained from tran-
sient measurements of 811-nm emission in this laborato-
ry. A possible explanation for the discrepancy near the
anode at high E/n is that we have greatly underestimat-
ed the cascade contribution to electron excitation of the
811-nm lines. Absolute intensity measurements and mea-
surements of emission from Ar lines sensitive primarily to
electron excitation should help resolve these questions.

The analyses of breakdown and low-current discharge-
maintenance voltage data presented in this paper demon-
strate the importance of ionization of Ar by fast atoms
and ions. It is important to note that no fitting parame-
ters were used in the calculations of the ionization of Ar
by the electrons, Ar+, and fast Ar. The data and analy-
ses also show the probable importance of ionization of
the Ar by backscattered electrons in the region near the
anode as source of ions for discharge current growth and

steady-state discharge maintenance at the highest E/n
The experiments and analyses presented in this paper

lead to several suggestions for further experiments. One
of these is the observation of the time dependence of
spectrally and spatially resolved emission. Such observa-
tions have been carried out for the 811- and 750-nm lines
of Ar by Scott and Phelps. Their partially analyzed re-
sults are consistent with the processes proposed in the
present paper and provide additional evidence for the im-

portance of collisions of fast Ar with the background Ar.
Other suggested experiments are the measurement of the
Doppler shift of radiation scattered by the Ar metasta-
bles produced by electrons or by heavy particle excita-
tion, and the observation of emission versus position in
steady-state experiments as the discharge current is in-
creased to the region where space-charge distortion of the
electric field becomes important. The cross section sets
presented in this paper for Ar+ and Ar collisions with Ar
are available on request.
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APPENDIX: DETAILS OF THE MODEL

The purpose of this appendix is to present some details
of the model of electron, Ar+, and fast-Ar behavior used
in the comparison with experiment in Sec. IV. The calcu-
lations shown in Figs. 3 4, and 8—10 were carried out us-
ing momentum-transfer, excitation, and ionization cross
sections for electrons from the source cited in Sec. IIA
and for Ar+ and fast Ar from the sources cited in Sec.
III B. The values of the ionization and excitation
coefficients calculated from the cross sections of Fig. 6
using Eqs. (7) and (8) are given in Table I for the E/n of
Figs. 8—10. The values of the spatial excitation
coefficients required to give a good fit to experiment, the
experimental values of nd, and the ratio of fast neutral to
ion Aux at the cathode are given in Table II.

In the original approach to the solution of Eqs. (2)—(13)
we used tabulated cross sections for the electron col-
lisions with Ar and simplified Eqs. (2) and (3) by the omis-
sion of the terms representing ionization of Ar by Ar+
and fast Ar. Because of the simplicity of Eqs. (2) and (3),
the solution of the resulting equations is that given in Sec.
II A of II. These numerical results were then substituted
into integral forms of the solutions of Eqs. (4) and (5).

In order to speed up the calculations and include all of
the ionization terms in Eqs. (2) and (3), the tabular elec-
tron collision cross sections were replaced with analytical
approximations. ' The coefficients listed in Table I
were used for the Ar+ and fast-Ar collision processes ex-
cept that those of Table II were used for 811-nm excita-
tion in Ar-Ar collisions. The equations were solved using
a nonlinear, coupled, first-order differential-equation code
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which integrates from one electrode to the other. ' The
number of final conditions to be met were minimized by
starting at the anode. The initial conditions were

I,(nd)/I, =J;, I ~
= I f ——0, where J,. is discussed in Sec.

V B. The electron energy at the anode e(nd) was chosen
iteratively such that the cathode boundary conditions of
e(0)=1 and J,(0)/J, =y /(1+y~) were satisfied when

fo'dz E = V&, where the V& values are shown in Fig. l.
At 42.6 kTd these calculations show that the inclusion of
the Ar - and fast-Ar-induced ionization terms in Eqs. (2)
and (3) increases the calculated apparent excitation

coeScient near the cathode by about 20% over the values
calculated when these terms are omitted. This increase is
small compared to the calculated increase in the
electron-current multiplication from cathode to anode of
a factor of 7 when ionization by fast atoms and ions is
added at fixed nd. The reduced importance of heavy-
particle ionization in the calculated emission relative to
its importance in calculated current multiplication is due
to the fact that the emission data is normalized to the to-
tal discharge current, rather than to the cathode current
as in the case of the current multiplication.
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